
TINNERS AND MORRIS DANCING
TWO EXCERPTS FROM RECENT MED THEATRE PRODUCTIONS

THE TWO TIN MINERS
The story of two young tin miners, Ronald and Sam, who work at the same mine but go separate ways, is at the heart of MED Theatre’s Young Company play about Dartmoor in World War 
One entitled ‘Road to Nowhere’. At the start of the play Ronald’s sister Beatrix is the girlfriend of Sam, but when Sam decides to stay at home when Ronald goes off to fight, and eventually 
becomes a conscientious objector, Beatrix changes her mind about him. Ronald is eventually killed on the front line while showing great courage. Meanwhile Sam is held at Princetown in 
Dartmoor Prison, having won the heart of Beatrix’s close friend, Emily.

RONALD HOME ON SICK LEAVE VISITS SAM AT THE MINE

MORRIS DANCING AT MANATON
The Manaton school log book records that during World War One the girls were taught Morris dancing by a teacher called Miss Maas, brought down from London 
by John and Ada Galsworthy. Such a dance may well have formed part of the victory celebrations which the same log records for the end of the war. 

A SCENE FROM THE RECENT PRODUCTION ‘CHASING KITTY JAY’

“How fantastic that performance was. It is lovely to see young people learning and understanding, and giving such an amazing nuanced performance and script about something very very 
complex..I’ve been to many many things about the First World War in the past but actually this is one of the best things that I’ve seen. It really captured what Wilfred Owen called the pity of war, 
and those local stories and the different stories that underpin peoples actual experiences at the time.”
“I’d also like to say how fabulous the piece around Henry Williamson and Tarka was at the beginning... that performance [was] bringing together Devon, the 1st World War and one of our greats 
of literature.”
(Quotes from a speech by Phillip Collins, Heritage Lottery Fund, after the performance of ‘Road to Nowhere’.)


